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Abstract. We prove the complete exponential localization of eigenfunctions for
the 1-D discrete Schrδdinger operators with quasi-periodic potentials having
two basic frequencies. It is shown also that for such operators there is no
forbidden zones in the spectrum, unlike the operators with one basic frequency.

1. Introduction

The phenomenon of the Anderson localization, or exponential decay of eigenfunc-
tions of random self-adjoint operators, has been studied very intensively during the
last several years. It is fairly clear now that basic mechanisms of the Anderson
localization are essentially the same for differential operators like the Schrόdinger
operator

α being a random parameter, and for their discrete analogues like

Furthermore, the localization is shown both for "true random" and for almost
periodic potentials F( ,α). From the formal point of view, both classes can be
considered in a more general context of random potentials having the form

where {Tx,xe Z} or {Tx, x e 1R} is a group of automorphisms of a probability space
(£2, μ) and F: Ω->• R is a measurable function. But it is worth emphasizing that such a
general approach is not just a formality. On the contrary, it turns out that the
language of operator ensembles is adequate for the investigation of a very important
phenomenon like tunneling in disordered media due to long-range resonances.

Historically, the Anderson localization was initially proven for random
operators whose coefficients at different points were independent or very weakly
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dependent random variables. We refer to physical papers [1, 2] and mathematical
papers [3-6]. In the physical papers some convincing heuristic ideas were proposed
while in the mathematical papers the rigorous proofs were given.

In a series of papers by Frόhlich and Spencer [7-9] and by Frόhlich et al. [10] a
rigorous mathematical method for the investigation of the localization pheno-
menon was developed. The essence of that method was a detailed analysis of long-
range resonances, and, fortunately, this analysis did not depend crucially on the
"true random" type of potentials considered in [7-10]. We mention this because the
subject of our paper is rather far from random potentials with independent values,
but there is an interesting connection between the main mechanisms leading to
exponential localization in strongly stochastic and in almost periodic media.

It was discovered in [11 ] that for sufficiently small ε and for all E the Lyapunov
exponents for the finite difference equation

ε(ψ(n-ί) + ιl/(n + l)) + cos(nω + oi)ψ(n) = Eιl/(n) (3)

(called the almost Mathieu equation) are strictly positive. Later Avron and Simon
[12] and independently Figotin and Pastur [13] gave a little more accurate
formulation of this fact and proved it rigorously. That was perhaps the first strong
argument in favour of Anderson localization for almost periodic operators with
nice, bounded potentials. One should note that there exists a special class of
unbounded potentials on Zv, vg l, for which the Anderson localization can be
proved in a relatively simple way. Namely, put

V(n,z)=F(z + n1ω1 + ...+nvωv) , neZ\ zeIR , (4)

and assume that F(z) is a periodic function of period 1, real-valued on R and
meromorphic in some strip {|Imz| <R}, R>0. Assume also that F(z) has exactly
one pole on [0,1) and no poles out of real line. Then it follows from the results by
Bellisard et al. [14] that for sufficiently small ε the operator εH0+ V with

(Hoφ)(n)= £ φ(m) , n,meZv ,
m: \\n — m\\ = 1

has only point spectrum with exponentially decreasing eigenfunctions. Moreover,
even much more general non-local operators Ho can be considered in the same way.
As a matter of fact, the long-range resonances and tunneling are absent for all such
operators. In turn, this is connected with the fact that the function F takes any value
exactly at one point on its period. Certainly, such a non-resonant condition is not
fulfilled for general quasi-periodic operators, e.g. for almost Mathieu operators. In
[15] some new method was developed for analyzing tunneling in resonant quasi-
periodic one-dimensional lattices, and the Anderson localization was proved for the
almost Mathieu operators. The recent paper by J. Frόhlich, T. Spencer, and P.
Wittwer [16] contains results which are very close to the results of [15] and in some
respects is more general. However the main ideas of both papers [15,16] are rather
close to each other. In [15] general C2-functions having one non-degenerate
maximum and one non-degenerate minimum on the period were considered, not
only cos(x). In [16] both finite-difference operators with one basic frequency and
differential operators with two basic frequencies were studied. Note that due to the
dilation group xt->λx, λ>0, acting on IR the spectral properties of differential
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operators with two basic frequencies are similar to those of discrete single-frequency
operators if the spectral parameter E is close to the lower edge of the spectrum.

In our present paper we treat rather general one-dimensional discrete quasi-
periodic Schrόdinger operators with two basic frequencies,

(Hε(a)ιl/)(n) = ε(φ(n-l) + \l/(n + l))+V(θί1+nω1, (x2 + nω2)ψ(n) , (5)

where αeTor 2 and ω = (ω1,ω2) has rationally independent components. The
function V: Tor2-»]R is assumed to be a "sufficiently non-degenerate" C2-function
(see the exact assumptions below). Following the main ideas of [15], we propose an
inductive procedure for construction of eigenfunctions for Hε(a) from which we
conclude that all eigenfunctions decay exponentially fast for sufficiently small ε and
for almost every a e Tor2. Often the first step of the proof of Anderson localization is
the proof of positivity of the Lyapunov exponents. In our method this step is
included implicitly into the whole inductive procedure, so we get the positive lower
bound for Lyapunov exponents only at the end of the proof. Note that the positivity
of the Lyapunov exponents for some classes of quasi-periodic operators was proved
earlier by Herman [17] and by Pastur [18].

An interesting distinction between single-frequency and multi-frequency poten-
tials concerns the regularity of the limiting density of states. One of the results of
[15] says that for small ε the support of the density of states is a nowhere dense
Cantor set of positive measure and the Lebesgue measure of its complement
vanishes as ε->0. Moreover, one can deduce from the techniques used in [15] that
the density of states has singularities of integrable type t~1/2, t JO, at the edges of
each connected interval of the resolvent set (i.e. at the spectral boundaries and at the
edges of any spectral gap). We show that for two-frequency potentials the density of
states is strictly positive on the segment [inf Spectr HE(oc), sup Spectr Hε(oc)]. In other
words, the spectrum of a two-frequency operator has no spectral gaps. This fact has
a simple geometrical nature and is apparently true for any number of frequencies
greater than one, though our proof is still restricted to the case of two frequencies. It
follows also from our technique that the density of states (i.e. the derivative of the
integrated density of states) has an infinite number of discontinuities on the
spectrum though the one-side limits of the density of states exist at any point.

Remark. Recently, R. Johnson informed us that it follows from his results [19] that
our assumption VE C2 is important for the analysis of the density of states. Namely,
if we assume that VE C 1 ~δ with δ > 0, then the support of the density of states might
be nowhere dense.

Let us describe now the class of potentials under consideration in more detail.
We assume that

I. FeC 2 (Tor 2 ) and it has a finite number of non-degenerate critical points βj9

j=l,...,n. Its values at critical points are different.

II. The level sets A (V, c) = {α: F(α) = c} <= Tor2 consist of a finite number of closed
curves which self-intersect only at critical saddle points.

III. For any ω e [0,1) x [0,1) the level set {α: F(α + ω ) - F(α) = 0} consists of a
finite number of closed curves which self-intersect in a finite number of points. The
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restriction of Fto any of these curves has a finite number of critical points which are
degenerate only for vectors ω belonging to a finite number of closed curves or arcs.

The main result of the present paper is the following.

Theorem. Let F:Tor2->]R satisfy the conditions (I)—(III). Then for any <5>0 there
exists a set Ωδ a [0,1) x [0,1) ofLebesgue measure less than δ and a positive number
ε(δ) such that for any ε, |ε| < ε(δ), any ωφΩδ and almost every oc e Tor2 the operator

has purely point spectral measure, and all its eigenfunctίons decay exponentially
fast. The limiting density of states for Hε(ot) does not vanish on the segment
1= [inf Spectr //ε(α), sup Spectr i/ε(α)].

We sketch now the proof of the theorem. The proof goes by induction. For any
positive integer s^l we will construct approximate eigenvalues (AEV) and
approximate eigenfunctions (AEF) of the operator Hε(oc). Note that if we have exact
EV and exact EF,

then
HB(θL + tω)T-tφ(θL) = λ(a)T'tψ(a) (6)

with Ttf{ή)=f{n — t). Thus, we should only construct AEF ψ(<χ) concentrated
"mostly" near the point n = 0 and, to be definite, to the right side of 0. The identity
(6) permits us to construct all the other AEF. The set of all AEF with the described
property will be called Φs(α) at the s-th step of induction, and the set of
corresponding AEF will be Λs(oc). The multivalued functions Φ s, Λs are the main
objects of our construction. We denote the branches of these multivalued functions

Besides the parameter ε > 0 we will use a constant a>0 and two special
sequences of positive real numbers, a(s) and b(s), constructed in two steps. First,
define recursively a sequence of integers

uo = 4 , uk+1=uk + [\nuk] , k>0 .

Then put a(uk) = a, k^.1, while for any other s we put

\n2s/s) = a + δ(s) , δ(s)[0 ass-> +oo .

Now put b(s) = uk if uk^s<uk+1. Note that b(s)>s — Ins.
For 5=1 we define a unique branch of AEF Φ1(α), namely,

and the corresponding AEV is A\{OL)= V(a). A simple calculation shows that

F\ (α ri) = ((tf,(α) - A\ (α))Φ\) (α n) = ε(<5π,, + <SΠ> _ t ) .

In our construction at the ί-th step the error

Fl(a ή) = ((Hε(a) - Λ}
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will be of order O(εs). Thus, in order to construct the next approximations

χ ( α ) e Φ 2 ( α ) , we shall use the first order perturbation formulas

and
A\ (α) = A\ (α) + {F{ (α), Φ{ (α)) . (8)

Remark. It is more convenient for us not to make EV and EF precise as it was done
in [15, Sect. 4, Theorems 1 and 2]. Instead, we use only the first order perturbation
formulas for the EF and EV in the spectral theory of self-adjoint operators and
construct new AEF and AEV omitting higher order terms. More concretely, we
mean the following. Consider a self-adjoint operator Q acting in a finite-
dimensional Hubert space if. Assume that there exists a basis in if consisting of
approximate eigenvectors ψj with approximate eigenvalues λj9 i.e.

Qψj^λjψj + Kfj , H/J^const , 7=1,...,7V .

The number K gives the order of approximation. Assume that for ally > 1 we have
inequalities \λj — λ1\>A with κ/A being sufficiently small. Then there exists a precise
eigenvector φί for Q with the corresponding eigenvalue μ1 such that

φί = ψ1+κδψ1+O(κ2) , μ^

where

The corrections of order O(/c2) can also be written explicitly in terms of perturbation
series. However, they become more complicated, and it is difficult to use them in our
situation, and moreover, it is even unnecessary. If we construct new AEV Λj (α) and
new AEF φj(oc) which correspond in the above notations to φ1=ιj/1Λ-κδψι,
μί=λί+ κδλί, then one can verify by direct calculations using inductive assump-
tions that these new AEF and AEV give necessary approximations at the step s = 2.
This calculation is quite analogous to that leading to the first order perturbation
formulas for EF and EV, so we omit the details. A more nontrivial part of this
argument is some estimation of C2-norms of perturbations Λj (α) — A) (α),
Φj(a) — Φj((x). They are given in the Appendix for a more general situation.

Note that the right-hand side of (7) makes no sense if the denominator of one of
the terms is zero while the numerator is non-zero. In such a case we say that the
corresponding AEF are in resonance. More exactly, we call a resonance the case
when the denominator is sufficiently small in some exact sense rigorously defined
below. We call the set of points α where A\ (α) = Λ\ (α + tώ) a resonant curve Γ/ and
its neighborhood B{ is called a double resonant zone (DRZ).

The series in right-hand side of (7) is in fact a finite sum for any point α since the
support of the function T~^\{(x — td) contains one point and the support of F{
consists of two points. Hence,
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The resonant sets {oc:Λ{(<x) = Λ{((x + ω)} and {<x:Λ{(cc) = Λ{(aL — ω)} play
different roles in our construction. Recall that Φ2(α) contains, by convention, only
those eigenfunctions which are concentrated "mostly" to the right of n = 0. It is
well-known that in the case of resonance of two eigenvalues there exist two
eigenfunctions (in our case, two AEF) with slightly different eigenvalues (AEV)
which are, in the first approximation, the linear combinations of initial eigen-
functions coming in resonance. So, in the case A\ (α) = A\ (α — ω) we get two AEF
which cannot belong to Φ2(α) since their support has an essential part to the left of
the point n = 0. On the other hand, the second resonance leads to AEF which do
belong to Φ2(α). Hence, the first resonant set should be excluded from the domain
of definition of Φ2(α). This fact was strongly emphasized in [15]. It is convenient
also to exclude the second resonant set from that domain and to define on this set
two new AEF Φf (α), Φ|(α) and corresponding AEV Λf(α), Λ\(ά) which appear
due to the splitting of Λ\(pi) and Λ{(a + tω). This procedure can be repeated once
more and leads to Φ3(α), Λ3(α), and so on. The only important difference is that at
the step s ̂  3 there may appear points α where three AEV come in resonance, since
the graphs of three functions of two real variables can generically have a common
point. Multiplicity higher than 3 is obviously an exception, or a degeneration, and
we avoid it by changing the vector ω. On each step of induction we exclude from the
domains of definition of branches of Φs(α), Λs(ot) all resonant sets, and on the
resonant sets of the type

{α:ΛJ(α) = Λi(α + to)} ? t>0 ,

we define new branches of Φ s + 1(α), Λs+1(a).
At the s-th step of induction we assume that the following inductive assump-

tions are valid.
For any t^s there exists a set of frequencies Ωt of Lebesgue measure less than

(b(t))~5 [with b(t) defined before] such that for any ωφ \J Ωt the following

assumptions hold.

l s. There exists on the torus Tor2 a finite number of non-self-intersecting closed
C2-arcs Γf, 1 ̂ jSni (s) = sloo/hi 1/ε, called double resonant arcs, or simply resonant
arcs (RA). For each RA Γf a positive number t(j) is defined which is called the
moment of the appearance of Γf, l^t(j)^s. The curvature of Γf at any point does
not exceed (ί(/))200/ln 1/ε, and its length is less than s~"/ln 1/ε.

Recall that we have introduced the sequence a(s). The neighborhood Bj of Γ/ of
radius (a(s))tU)/4 is called the zone of double resonance (DRZ), or simply a resonant
zone (RZ). Call a RZ B] large at the s-th step iff

and small otherwise.
Among all pair intersections B-nB] there are marked ones which we call triple

resonant zones and denote them Q. The appearance of a TRZ Q is also defined,
1 ̂  t(k)^s. The rule according to which we mark TRZ will be clear from the proof
later.

The definition of large and small RZ extends as well to the TRZ with no change.
Small TRZ do not intersect small RZ.
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The total number n2(s, α) of RZ containing an arbitrary point αeTor 2 is not
bigger than c In s/ln 1 /ε. The total length of all RA Γf for which t (j) = s is uniformly
bounded in s.

Remarks. 1. In fact, the RA described in (l s) are short arcs of resonant sets (resonant
curves) which appeared at previous steps of induction in the same way as it was
explained above for the case of Γf. However, at the step s we cannot refer to AEV
Λ^1^) which are responsible for the appearance of Γf

s, because the domains of
definition of AEV are given in terms of RA and cannot be defined before RA. Thus,
we use only local analytic properties of RA, not referring to any AEV, and we define
the RA explicitly only at the initial step of induction. For 5 = 0, or, more generally,
for s — s0, the properties of RA follow from the assumptions (I)—(III) concerning the
potential V(OL). At all subsequent steps we derive ( l s + 1 ) using only the local
properties formulated in (1S)-(6S) of our inductive procedure.

2. As it was mentioned, we partition the resonant sets into RA having length less
than s~"/ln 1/ε. Our goal here is to get "almost straight" arcs of smooth curves.
Indeed, the curvature of Γf is less than (ί(/))60/ln l/ε^s6 0/ln 1/ε, so the variation of
the direction of tangent vector to any fixed RA is less than s~39.

2S. At the s-th step of induction a finite number of functions Λ|(α) is given,
t = 1,..., ns(s) S cs100yin 1/ε. Each A) is defined on a subset of some DRZ B) or TRZ
Q . In the first case we denote /(/) = / and in the second case k (I) = k. The nature of
the sets which we exclude from Bf{ί) or from Q ( / ) is already explained. Namely, if A*€

appeared at the moment r < s, then at the subsequent steps it can take part in new
resonances, i.e. it may happen that for bigger t and for some integers m, w,

{α:ΛJ(α) = ̂ ( α + ttω)}Φ0 • (9)

Below we introduce a constant c > 0 and consider only those resonant sets (9) for
which 0 < \n\ < csjln 1/ε.

Denote the domain of definition of As
€ as L\^ if it appeared in DRZ or as M£(έf) if

it appeared in a TRZ. Then

Lh) = BϊM U {* •• A*M) = Λs

m(x + tω)}
m |r|̂ &/lnl/ε

in the first case and

MS

W) = QVAU U ία AM = Λs

m(a + tω)}

in the second case.
Assume that As

m appeared at the step t = t(ί(m)) due to a double resonance of A*€

and A[ and at the step s it comes in resonance with As
n. Then we say that this is a

double resonance iff

Otherwise we say that A^As
m, and As

n are in triple resonance. This convention will be
very useful in the sequel.

3S. Ag e C2 (Lj). The number of critical points j?|fc of any function As
e does not exceed

some constant n4(v, ω). The absolute value of difference between values of As

e at
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different critical points is not less than s ~10. At a critical point the absolute value of
each eigenvalue of the second differential D2Λs(β^k) is not less than s~20.

4S. For any function / : G->IR, G c Tor2, define its level sets A (/, c) = {α :/(α) = c}.
Then for each c and OL€A(Λ^,C) the following inequalities hold

θ Y / 2 i \\β!\\\^\\DΛsM\\ ^ c2 .

5S. On the domain L?(<f) a normed vector-valued function is defined,
ΦΪ:Ls

m^κf2(Z) such that
(1) there exists a finite subset Z(Φ|(α)) of the lattice called the essential support

of Φ^(α) for which

|ΦJ(α n)\ ̂  (α(j

(2) (Jϊβ(α)Φa(«;Λ) = y«(α)Φ/ (α;Λ) + A/(α;Λ)+//(α;Λ), where |AJ(α;/ι)|
— 7/4 C51) for all n such that

dist (Λ, Z(Φ|(α))) < [ci/ln 1/e]

and is zero otherwise. The function //(α «) is non-zero only at those points « where

or
dist(Λ,Z(ΦJ(α))) = [ft/In l/ε] + l .

This boundary term is quite analogous to the term Γ$ in [15, Sect. 4, Eq. (4.1)] and
satisfies the estimates

where κ>0 can be chosen arbitrary small. Outside the set

dist (Λ, Z(Φ£(α))) ̂  [a/In 1/ε]

the function Φ^(α;n) = 0.

6S. Put

ΦSW= U {*?(«)}

Then for any α the set of vectors

0 Γ-'Φ'ία-to)
ί = - 0 0

is a basis in /2(Z), and moreover

It is rather easy to see that for s = 1 and, more generally, for 51 = ̂ 0 with any fixed
s0 the statements (1S)-(6S) can be derived from the assumptions (I)—(III) concerning
the potential V. In the next sections of the paper we give an inductive construction of
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AEF and AEV for arbitrary s and check (1 S + 1)-(6 S + 1) starting with (1S)-(6S).
Increasing the initial value s = s0 is possible under appropriately decreasing ε. Thus,
choosing ε in further arguments as small as needed, we can deal with s0 as large as
needed. This is important in our construction since we use several monotonically
decreasing functions of s which should be sufficiently small. For example, in the
inductive assumptions the measure of the set

U a,
t = s0

can be chosen arbitrarily small by choosing SQ1 and, hence, ε arbitrarily small.
A number of technical statements of [15] is the same for our operators as well.

Thus, we concentrate mostly on the technical statements specific for the two-
frequency potentials.

2. An Inductive Construction of Non-Resonant AEF

First of all, let us consider the simplest case where

In this case we can put

/ •>s + l r<s Ώs + 1 D S τs+1

and
Λ}+1=Λ} , Φϊ+1 = ΦΪ ,

Then the conditions ( l s + i )-(6 s + 1 ) follow easily from (1S)-(6S).
Consider now the case where at the ( s + l ^ t h step we have

= [c(s+l)βnί/ε]>d(s) ,

but the following non-resonant condition holds:

= [s10 + (dist (Z(Φ|(α))), Z(Φi(α + to)))]"'

for all m and t, d(s)<t^d(s+\). This strict inequality holds, obviously, in some
open neighborhood of the point α. Therefore, in this neighborhood we can apply the
lemma on non-resonant deformation (see Appendix, Lemma 1) and get new AEF
and AEV, namely,

and

Now using the exponential decay estimates (5S) we construct in the considered
neighborhood of α a new AEF Φ | + 1 (or, more precisely, the next approximation of
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the existing branch Φ|) which vanishes outside the set

{n e Z : dist (n, Z(Φ|(α))) ^ [c(s+ l)/ln 1/ε] .

If it is non-zero outside this set, then we cut it off in order to satisfy (5S + x ) . Using the
argument given in [15, Sect. 7, p. 899] one can show that either

or

Thus, we can use the inductive decay estimates of Φ| and either obtain an inductive
estimate for the AEF at the next step 0 + 1 ) using the first inequality or restrict
ourselves to a weaker estimate

This argument does not depend on ( l s + i ) - (6 s + 1 ) . So, we can iterate it / times and
obtain for t^lns, the following estimate:

with α(s)^flexp(ln4/εlns/s)^α H-<5(s), <5(AU0 as

Remark. Certainly, this argument cannot be applied infinitely many times.
Therefore, we should use another argument for t > Ins. We follow here the strategy
of [15, Sect. 7] and prove the needed estimate for ί=[ln,s] + l using ergodic
properties of the shift transformation αi—>α + ω and inductive assumptions
concerning resonant arcs appeared at previous steps of induction. This will be made
in Sect. 4.

3. An Inductive Construction of Resonant AEF

Suppose for some te [d(s) + l, d(s + l)] the following set is nonempty:

Without loss of generality we can assume that the set

0 , (10)

otherwise the resonance of Λ*€ and Λs

m disappears outside of a set of frequencies of
Lebesgue measure less than s~9. Assume that for all k and r e [d(s)+1, d(s+1)],

Then we apply the lemma on the resonance splitting (see Appendix) and construct
new AEF concentrated on the set

Then we cut these AEF so that the diameter of ES would not exceed [c(s + l)/ln 1/ε].
Introduce some ordering of the sets (10) and denote by Γ^s]+i the set having
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the number i in this ordering. Define B^) + i in the way it was done in (ls) and put
t fa (s) + 0 = s + 1 , i. e. we regard Γ*^s]+ (and B^ + f as appeared at the step s -f 1. By
definition, all the new DRZ are small at the current step. Using the lemma on
resonant splitting we construct in each DRZ also a pair of new AEV Λ|+ 1,
Λ'J1 with /(m') = *(O = "i0) + * a n d A E F ΦJ+1> φSJl- Similarly, we define new
TRZ and triplets of AEV and AEF in each TRZ.

Estimate now the total number of new DRZ for typical ω. All possible
intersections of RZ at the current step can be classified as follows:

1. intersection with a large RZ,
2. intersection of a small TRZ with a small RZ,
3. intersection of two small DRZ.

Note that all intersections of type (2) can be removed by excluding a set of fre-
quencies of Lebesgue measure less than s~β (see Fig. 1). Indeed, it follows from the

Fig. 1. Removing intersections of small TRZ with small RZ

definition of RZ that the width of any small DRZ is less than (fle)<iooin*/mi/e)/4 ^ ~ 2 4 .
Let us perturb the vector ω by a small vector δω. Then for any t,O<\t\< const s, the
perturbation of the point α + to of the torus has the same direction as δω and is not
less than ||<5ω||. This is true also for the relative shift vector for two functions
/(α + ̂ ω), g(a + t2ω) with t1, t2 tίconsts. According to the inductive assumption
(4S) [or more precisely, all assumptions (4r) for sQ ^ r S ^] the existing AEV appeared
at prevous steps not too close to critical points of corresponding AEV. Thus, the

Fig. 2. Removing intersections of almost tangent RA
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perturbation of ω leads to the relative shift of RZ which is not less than || δω||. In the
case of intersection of two small TRZ the direction of the vector is not important,
and in the case of intersection of a small TRZ with a small DRZ one should pick δω
orthogonal to the tangent vector to the corresponding RA for DRZ at some point
[the position of that point is not important since RA is short enough, due to the
inductive assumption (ls)]. Summing over all relevant TRZ and DRZ, and taking
into account the length or diameter estimates for RA and TRZ, we come to the
needed estimate of the set of frequencies which is to be excluded.

Remark. We will use the arguments of the described type in the sequel but omit the
details.

Consider now intersections of type (1). The number of pair intersections of large
RZ can be easily estimated by means of the inductive assumptions (ls) and does not
exceed

HΦ+1)-d(s))n\(100Insβn 1 /ε)^constln2OOs/ln*1 /ε .

Note that an intersection of a small DRZ with any RZ, B?c\Bj or B?nC£, means
that the corresponding AEV ΛJ(α), i(ί) = U is in a triple resonance, by definition.
Therefore, these intersections do not contribute to the number of new DRZ, but do
contribute to new TRZ. The same is true for all intersections of type (3). Dividing
new resonant curves into arcs of length (s+l)~ 9 9 or less, and taking summation
over ίe [1,5+1], we get the inductive estimate for the number of new RA
and DRZ.

Analyse now the smoothness of new RA. As it was mentioned above, these arcs
appear inside the DRZ B? which, in turn, appeared not later than at the step
ί = 1001ns/lnl/ε.

Therefore, at all subsequent steps of induction, the corresponding AEF Φ|(α)
undergo only non-resonant deformations. Hence, the C2-norm of As

e — A\, i(S)=j\
is less than

£ (a'ε)rS const (a'εj .

Taking into account the inductive assumptions (lt)-(6t), 1 ̂ t^t{j), we conclude
that the absolute value of each eigenvalue of D2Λs^(β^k) at any critical point β%k is
greater than In"9.? In 1/ε and less than (αε)~2ί( / ' )<52 0 0, if ε is small enough.

Consider two possible cases.

1. Λ{{VL) and Λί(α + to) are in resonance, d(s) + \^t^d(s+l). Then, applying
the lemma on resonant splitting to Φί(α), TtΦ[(oί + tώ), we construct new AEF
Φ£+1, Φϊf1. Recall that for any t Λ[(oί) stands for that branch of Λ'(α) which
never took part in resonances, by our convention. So, its domain of definition does
not contain any RZ. Applying the lemma on non-resonant deformation to Λ{ at
each step t, s0 ^ t ̂  s, we see that in the domain of A{ the C2-norm of the difference
A{—Λ\ is less than cε with the constant depending only on V. Thus, (l s + 1 ) follows in
this case from (I)—(III) and from perturbation estimates for Λ{. Note also that the
total number of new critical points in RZ appeared in the neighborhood of the new
RA is uniformly bounded in s: for ε small this estimate depends essentially on V.
Furthermore, due to the assumption (III) concerning F(α), we can avoid
degeneracies of new critical points in the case in question for a.e. ω. It is not difficult
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to see that the EV of D2Λ^+ί(β^k

+1) corresponding to the normal vector of Γ/+ 1 at
βs

ek

 ι is always exponentially large with respect to s. Indeed, consider the vertical
section of the graph of the AEV Λ£+1(α) after resonant splitting, by the normal
plane to the resonant arc Γf+1 at βs

ek

 1 . Then the needed lower estimate follows from
the explicit first order perturbation formula for a pair of resonant eigenvalues of a
self-adjoint operator. It is quite analogous to that used in [15, Sect. 4, Theorem 2,
(c3)], so we omit the details.

The minimal eigenvalue of the second differential of an AEV appeared earlier in
a resonance, i. e. Λ*€ with £ > 1, can be estimated for typical ω as follows. If for some
m the point β%k-\-tω lies in a ^-neighborhood of β}k, then we remove such a
degeneracy by omitting a set of frequencies of Lebesgue measure less than c's~18.
Since F(α) has only a finite number of critical points with distinct values, we can
remove all such degeneracies by excluding a set of ω of Lebesgue measure less than
c"s~18. If βs

ίk is a saddle point, an analogous procedure allows us to remove all
degeneracies related to the fact that the absolute value of the indefinite quadratic
form D2Λj(βtk) on the vector ίω/|| to|| is less than (s+1)~9. For all remaining ω the
point βjk is non-degenerate due to the assumption (III) concerning the function

2. Suppose at least one of the functions Λ%> Λk coming into resonance appeared
before as a result of a resonance. To be definite, assume that

(see Fig. 3). Assume also that Λ*€ appeared in a double resonance of Λ ^ and A%

m

Fig. 3. Resonance of with appeared in DRZ; i(k)=j /(/) = /

The case of a triple resonance is quite similar and even more simple although the
notation is somewhat cumbersome. Pick an arbitrary point α' on Γf and linearize

with
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Fig. 4. Double resonant splitting of linearrized AEV

which hold since Λ*m did not undergo any resonance after the step 100 In t/ln 1/ε.
Similarly

Define a function Ά} by analogy with A$ but use instead of A*mi, Al

m2 coming into
the resonance, their linearizations. The graph of Ά% is then a part of an algebraic
surface of the second degree which can be decomposed into a one-parameter family
of parallel straight lines. Taking into account the width of B\ equal to (αε)ί/4, we see
that up to higher order terms the function Ά% coincides with A) inside a rectangle
with one side parallel to the tangent vector to Γf

s at α' and of length ί2 0(αε) ί / 4 while
the other side has length 2 (as)t/4.

If A*e appeared due to a triple resonance, then up to higher order terms As
€

coincides within a circle of radius t20(aε)t/4 with a third order algebraic function Ά},
the graph of which is a "smoothed" trihedral angle (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Triple resonant splitting of linearized AEV
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If Λg appeared at the step t(i(k)) > 1, then the same arguments are applicable to
it as well. If k = ί, then As

k did not come into a resonance, and Ά^ is linear. So, in
order to estimate the correction term δ2A)(oc), one can use the initial C2-norm
estimate of F(α) = A\ (α) by some constant. Anyway, the graphs of Ά} and Ά% can
only have isolated tangency points removable by an arbitrary small perturbation
of ω. Without any loss of generality, we can assume that the RA for A) and Ά{
lies outside of all the s~ ^-neighborhoods of critical points of those AEV. Hence,
the norm of the first differential of each function on the RA is greater than
s-ί0/In10 s^s-11.

Furthermore, for a set of frequencies of measure greater than 1 — s~9, the norm
of DA)(a) — Zλ#|(α) on the RA is greater than s~10. Otherwise the tangent planes to
the graphs of A) and of Ά{ are almost parallel, and their intersection is removable by
excluding a set of frequencies of Lebesgue measure less than s~9.

For 2ί|(α), J4£(α + to) the resonant set

is a piece of an algebraic curve since A)(μ) and Άk(oc-\-tω) are functionally
independent in the considered neighborhood of the resonant set. Denote this curve
as γ(u), where u is the length parameter along the curve. Let v(u) = γ(u)/\\γ(ύ)\\ be a
family of unit tangent vectors to y(u). Then we have

\(v(μ)9v(u)) = ί

Recall that if Λ|(α) and Λl(oc + tω) are in a double resonance, then they have
appeared before the step 100 In s/ln 1 /ε, otherwise this resonance would be triple, by
convention. Therefore, we can use the inductive estimates of D2 A%, D2Λk which are
close to D2Δt/m\ D2Λψm with t{i(ί)\ t(ί(k))< 100 In s/ln 1/ε The smoothness of
DA) and of DΆ%, the inequality

and the C2-norm estimates of A) — A^A^ — Al yield the existence and smoothness of
the solution to the above approximate system of equations, as well as of the solution
to the "exact" system for "true" RA y'(u) for the AEV A}, Λ{. We also have

\\v(u)\\^2slo(aεym , ί(/)^ 100 In s/ln 1/ε .

Thus, || v (u) || ^ (s + 1 ) 2 0 0 , which completes the inductive estimate of the curvature of
the new RA.

The intersection of a new RZ with a small TRZ may occur only for a set of
frequencies of measure less than

(aε)*loolnsllnllε + c"(aε)sl4r .

Thus, the desired estimate of the measure follows from the inductive estimates of the
number of RZ and of their lengths.

Remark. In the study of new RZ, we focus mainly on DRZ, their number,
geometry,and on properties of the corresponding AEV. The reason is that the TRZ
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do not exist independently, in addition to the DRZ. They are parts of DRZ where
the analytic properties of the graphs of AEV change, and this is perhaps the only
important difference. Moreover, once a TRZ appears, it is less "dangerous" from
point of view of later resonances which will occur when the given TRZ, small at the
step s, will become a large one at the step exp(lnl/ε5/100) = ε~s/100. Indeed, the
main difficulties come from those α where the first differential of an AEV is small by
norm, and in TRZ the graph of new AEV is less degenerate than it can be in DRZ.

Arguments analogous to the ones given above show that for "typical" ω (i. e. for
all ω except for a set of measure which is negligible at the step s+1) new RZ appear
inside large RZ. This leads to the inductive upper bound for n2 (s +1, α) (the number
of RZ containing the point α at the step s+1). All remaining statements in (2S+1)
describe, in fact, the procedure of constructing new AEV.

Let us investigate now the differential properties of new AEV. The fact that
Aγγ G C2(Lf+1) follows immediately from the lemma on the resonant splitting. If
Λl (α) and A{ (α + tω) come into resonance, then for sufficiently small ε the number
of critical points is uniformly bounded in s. If at least one of the AEV appeared in
earlier resonances, then the number of critical points admits an upper bound
independent of V and ω since up to C2-small corrections both AEV in the new RZ
are given by algebraic functions considered above. Recall that these algebraic
functions are obtained by replacement of the "true" AEV coming into resonance by
their linearizations. Since gradients of all AEV are uniformly bounded in norm
(only the second derivatives can be large) the relative shift of these linear
approximations due to the change of ω leads to the shift of values of new AEV at any
critical point. It is not difficult to verify using the boundedness of gradients that for a
set of frequencies of measure greater than 1 — s~6 all the differences between values
of new AEV at different critical points are greater than (s + l)~ 1 0.

The EV of D2A}+1(βa1) corresponding to the normal vector to Γf

s+1,
/ = /(/), at β^1 grows by absolute value as s grows; this was already mentioned
above. So, we need only to estimate from below the second EV in the case of double
resonance. Since β^1 lies in a DRZ, it did not appear in any RZ after the step
1001n(s + l)/lnl/ε. Thus, Λ*£ satisfies (3r), (4r) for r^ lθθhφ+l)/ lnl/ε, or, more
precisely, (3r), (4r) with changed values of constants: c[ =c1/2, cr

2 = 2c2.
We can use the condition (III) concerning the potential F(α) and the recursive

estimate of the C2-norm of the difference A{ (α + tω) — Λ{(<x-\- tω) within the domain
of Λf(α + tω). This implies the needed estimate of the smallest EV of the second
differential in the case when Λl comes into resonance with its own shift. For other
resonances we have already obtained algebraic approximations of new AEV.
Outside a set of frequencies of Lebesgue measure less than 2s~s the curvature of
any curve from Λ(Λs

m(-+tω), Λ^iβ^1 + tω)) at the point β^1 is greater than
const s ~10 and differs from the curvature of the corresponding curve from
A^Λ^st^Λ^β^1)) at the intersection point more than in s~9. Use again the
Taylor expansions for Λ|(α), As

m{aι. + tω) at β^1 up to terms of second order. At
the critical point of new AEV the gradients of two resonant AEV are either parallel
or anti-parallel (see Fig. 6). The direct calculation of the curvature of the new
resonant curve (broken line in Fig. 6) for the quadratic approximants of resonant
AEV in terms of their Taylor coefficients shows that at such an intersection for
all ω outside a set of Lebesgue measure less than s~Ί, the curvature is greater
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Fig. 6. Non-degenerate RA near new critical point

than const s~9 >s~10. Furthermore, the gradients of considered AEV coming into
resonance at /?fk

+1 are orthogonal to the new resonant curve, so the absolute value of
the second derivative of the restriction of Λ*e (or, equivalently, of Λ^) to the new
curve is greater than s~20>(s+l)~20 due to the inductive assumption of non-
degeneracy of critical points (we refer to (3r), (4r) mentioned above). This completes
the proof of (3S + 1).

The uniform boundedness of ||/)/L£+1(α)|| follows from (4S), the lemma on
resonant splitting and the lemma on non-resonant deformation applied to those
steps t when A[ does not come into resonances. The first inequality of (4S + 1) follows
from (3S + 1 ) .

4. Exponential Decay of AEF

The most important part of (5S + 1) is the upper bound for an AEF outside its ES. To
establish this bound we can proceed by analogy with [15, Sect. 7, Lemma 4].
However, the proof of a statement analogous to Lemma 4 of [15] should be slightly
modified in our case.

Recall that (1S)-(6S) imply (5t) for ti^λns+s. Therefore, it suffices to show that
for a point α the frequency of entering RZ during the time interval [s, s + In s] is less
than ε1/4. The Lebesgue measure of all RZ appearing at the step t does not exceed
(aε)t/8 and the total number of them is less than t100. These RZ are (αε)ί/4-neigh-

Fig. 7. Intersections of a level set with RZ

borhoods of either RA or of intersection points of two RA. The curvature of the RA
at step t is less than t200, so, we can decompose the new resonant set into a union of
less than ί1000 components each contained in a circle of radius (aε)t/8. We will
essentially use the ergodic properties of the shift transformation on the torus Tω: α
i—>α + ω. For a circle D of arbitrary radius R< 1 on the torus the frequency with
which the trajectory
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comes into this circle can be estimated as follows:

r " 1 i V r ( α , A ^ ) ^ r - 1 + 2 π ^ 2 , r^r0 , R<R0 .

The first term corresponds to at least two visits to the circle during the time interval
[0, t0]. We avoid this by excluding a set of having measure less than 2πR$. For all
t g t0 the double points are removed simply by making choice of a smaller ε, if the
RA have no points of triple intersection. The latter follows from inductive
assumptions (for a.e.ω). Thus, for / > t0 at the step t the frequency for the point α
increases less than on ε1 / 2(l +constε s / 1 0 )<ε 1 / 4 for all ω except for a set of measure
less than s~9. Summing over t, s^tS^ + lns, we conclude that for the set of
frequencies of measure greater than 1— const s~9 and any α, the frequency of
entering the RZ is less than ε1 / 2(l + constε s / 1 0)<ε 1 / 4 . Proceeding now as in [15,
Sect. 7,8] we complete the proof of the inductive upper bound of AEF decay outside
its ES.

5. Completeness of the Set of AEF

At each step of induction we get a countable set of finite-dimensional subspaxes
JSf(α,0 of the form

each having dimension less than const-s. For \tί — t2\>2const'S the subspaces
if (α, tγ) and «5?(α, t2) are orthogonal, and in each S£(α, t) the system of vectors

is a basis with

This follows from the construction of AEF with the help of the first order
perturbation formula and the inductive estimates of decay of AEF. Renumber
all vectors VΦfa + tω) by integers in such a way that for any t<r the label
of ΓΦfa + tω) would be less than the label of any Γ rΦ^(α + rω). Let the
72-th vector in this numeration be ?P*(a). Then we can define an operator
WS(OL): TnΦ\v-^Ψs

n{<x) and decompose it into the sum WS=US + GS, where Us is
unitary with

(Us(ot)TnΦl, TkΦl) = 0 , \n -k\ ^const s ,

and the norm of Gs(<x) is less than (aε)cs. Furthermore,

\(Gs(a)TnΦl, Tk

Thus, for ε small enough the following series converges in the strong operator
topology:

yielding a well-defined representation for ( ^ ( α ) ) " 1
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This means that any basic function in 12(Έ) concentrated on a one-point set is
contained in the minimal closed subspace containing the vectors Ttφ^(oc-{-tω). This
implies the completeness of the system {Ttφ^{θL + tω\ teΈ).

6. Absence of Spectral Gaps

At the intial step of induction the function yiJ(α) = V(α) has a connected range
/ = [min F(α), max K(α)]. The distribution of its values posesses a piecewise smooth
density K\{λ) since VeC2(Tor2) with a finite number of non-degenerate critical
points. At the boundary points of / it has discontinuities of the first order and
vanishes out of /. At each subsequent step from the domains of some branches of
multivalued function Λs the new RZ are excluded as well as sets obtained from RZ
by some shift on the torus. We have already explained this process in the
Introduction. On the other hand, the new branches appear on new RZ. Each new
branch is defined either on the (αε)(s+1)/4-neighborhood of new RA or on the
intersection of two such domains. The distribution function for the new /t^+ 1(α)
also posesses a density, K^+ί(λ), since all Λs^+ί have only non-degenerate critical
points. From the exponential bound on the domain of new AEV and from the
polynomial bound on the minimal EV of D2As^+1(β^k

+1) we conclude that

Summing over all the branches of A1 and over all t, 1 g / g s + 1 , we get the following
upper bound on the density of the distribution function for the multivalued function
Λs+ί(a):

Σ ^ Σ (aε)is+mos<oo .
€ s = l

So, the limit
K{X)=X\m Ks(λ)

s-> oo

exists and is uniformly bounded. However, it is easy to see that K(λ) is nowhere
continuous on its support because Ks

e{λ) has a discontinuity of the first order at any
point λfk = Λf(βtk), while later the magnitude of this discontinuity is not less than
one half of its initial value, if ε is chosen small enough.

Let us show that the range of

Λ(α)=lim Λs(μ)
s—• co

is connected and inside this set K(λ) does not vanish. We assume that K(λ) vanishes
at some point and will come to the contradiction.

Let A be any maximal interval where K(λ) = 0 or sufficiently small interval
containing a point where K(λ) = 0. For any δ > 0 there is such s(δ) that for s > s(δ)

mes {α: Λ|(α) e A at least for one value of 1} < δ . (11)

Let A be of the form A = [b, d]. The set (11) is bounded by a union of piece wisely
smooth curves obtained by a small deformation (for small ε) of initial curves from
the level sets A(V,b), A(V,d) out of those arcs of the curves which enter into RZ.
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The width of RZ at the step t is 2 (aε)t/4. Excluding a set of measure vanishing as ε->0
we can guarantee that for any c no arc from the initial level sets A(V,c) of length
10aε or less intersects a RZ at the first step of induction. Since the angle between a
given curve and a RA intersecting it decreases not faster than s~10, the length of arc
entering the RZ is less than 2(αε)s/4 s10. Hence, it remains always a part of the arc of
length greater than

ίOaε- X (2flε)s/4>5flε>0
s> so

outside all the RZ. Without loss of generality assume that the arc lies strictly inside
{cc:Λf(aί)eΔ}. Then for some constants b>0, c>0,

where λeΔ because together with any point of the arc outside of a RZ this set
contains a segment of an orthogonal line to this arc at the given point. This follows
from the polynomial upper bound of curvature of the RA at the step s.

Thus, we see that the density of the distribution function for Λ(oc) is uniformly
bounded from below by a positive constant. This completes the proof.

Appendix

In the formulations of Lemmas 1 and 2 we use the notations of the Sect. 1.

Lemma 1. Let the AEF Φ|(α) and the corresponding AEV Λ}(μ) satisfy the follow-
ing condition: for any t e [d(s) +1, d(s +1)] with d{s) = [cs/In 1 /ε] and my m =j= 1,

Then there exists an AEF ΦJ+1(α) with an AEV Λ£+1(α), namely,

and

satisfying (3S + 1 ) , (5S + 1 ) , (6 8 + 1) and such that

(i) the domain of Φ}+1, Λj+1 coincides with that of Φ^

GO

We call this statement the lemma on non-resonant deformation.

Lemma 2. Assume that the AEV Λίk(a), 2^k^N, N^3, satisfy the following
conditions:

2</^iV (Al)

(A2)
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Define in the Ή-dimensional Hubert space with the orthogonal normed basis el9...,eN

a self-adjoint operator Q(oc) with the following matrix elements:

Let λj(oί) be the eigenvalue of Q{ά) and

N

χM)= Σ cJk
k = l

be its normed eigenfunctions. Then there exists the AEF Φ^1 and the AEV Λ^1,
1 ^k^N defined on the domain where (Al), (A2) hold and have the following form :

γc(*) y

AEF β«(i AEV satisfy the indictive assumptions (3S + 1), (5S + 1), (6S + 1).

This statement will be called the lemma on resonant splitting.

Remarks. 1. The new AEF and AEV in both cases are constructed with the help of
the first order perturbation formulas, and the one uses the cut-off in order to satisfy
the condition that the diameter of ES is bounded by const s. This procedure is quite
similar to that used in [15, Sect. 4]. The only difference with [15] is that we do not
construct the exact EF and EV but only the approximate ones. Therefore, we can
omit the seond order correction terms. Then it remains to study the local analytic
properties of new AEF and AEV as functions of the variables αx, α2. This can be
done by the term-by-term differentiation of the equalities which determine new
AEF, AEV in the above lemmas. One should use also the inductive estimates of the
decay of AEF (which gives the upper bound for the numerators in the above-
mentioned formulas) and the estimates of polynomial type for the decay of
denominators corresponding to non-resonant terms. The resonant terms are
studied with the help of an auxiliary spectral problem as was done in [15, Sect. 4,
Theorem 2].

2. Further analysis of new AEV and AEF is given in Sects. 2-4.
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